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Ortho2 has seen many changes in 2020. Due to the pandemic, the

While Jeff is new

majority of our team is working from home. We have released new

to Ortho2, he’s

features (inVisit and Online Scheduling) to assist your practice in the

certainly not new

world today. And most recently, we have seen a large shift in our

to orthodontics as

Sales and Marketing Team.

he’s been in the
industry for more

Prior to becoming President of Ortho2, I oversaw our sales
and marketing division, and for the past two and a half years I
have continued managing this team in addition to presidential
responsibilities at Ortho2. But as more time passed, I started to feel
like I wasn’t able to give either role the time and focus it deserved.
So allow me to introduce you to the new faces of the Ortho2 sales
and marketing squad!

than 20 years. Jeff
is the Regional
Manager for the
MSO, as well as Maryland, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. Jeff has a
wealth of real-world experience with how a successful orthodontic
practice runs. He lives near Atlanta with his wife and two daughters,
and is a rabid University of Georgia football and Atlanta Braves fan.

The man in charge – Drew Humphrey. Drew isn’t a new face, as
he has been a Regional Manager with Ortho2 for seven years. He
brings a wide array of both sales and marketing, particularly digital
marketing, knowledge. He breathes all things analytics, and you can
usually find some kind of spreadsheet opened on his computer. When
he isn’t at work, Drew enjoys spending time with his wife and two

Marley is a recent graduate from Minnesota State University, Mankato
with a BS in marketing and a minor in business administration. Marley
is the Regional Manager for the PCSO and Western Canada. In her
free time, Marley likes to go to her family’s cabin in Minnesota, travel
with her fiancé, and play with her golden retriever.

daughters, and performing card tricks for his nieces and nephews.

One final change on the Sales and Marketing Team is that Jesse

Drew also plays the guitar in a band.

Howard, Ortho2 Senior Regional Manager, is no longer with Ortho2.

We have two new Regional Managers who joined the team in August:
Jeff Brockway and Marley McDonald.

Please help us congratulate Drew, and welcome Jeff and Marley!
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SEE YOU SOON, JESSE

POWER OUTAGES AND
EDGE CLOUD

As you may know Jesse Howard, Ortho2’s Senior Regional Manager, has

On August 10, a derecho swept through the Midwest. If you haven’t

been facing health issues for some time. We were sad to learn that Jesse

heard of a derecho (it’s ok, we hadn’t either), it is a line of intense,

decided to step away from his role at Ortho2 in July to focus on his health.

widespread, and fast-moving windstorms and sometimes thunderstorms

Jesse has been a familiar face at Ortho2 since he began working with us
in 2002. His career began on the Software Support Team where he trained
offices on OneTouch and ViewPoint. “We only had one modem for every

that moves across a great distance and is characterized by damaging
winds. Many towns across the Midwest were devastated by the
windstorm, and several lost power for multiple days.

four desks, so there was no dialing in at that point,” he said. “You had more

Dr. Milan Doshi, Orthodontist at Doshi Orthodontics in Chicago, was

of a connection with customers because you had to have them thoroughly

without power or Internet for three and a half days after the storm. He

explain their problem, which allowed for more conversation.”

shares some tips he learned during this outage:

In 2003, Jesse was invited to attend the AAO as a software support

1.

Tray Cover and Appointment Day Sheet – We ran these reports

Dr. Doshi and his team members

representative, and had a successful meeting assisting with many sales. Soon

and saved them for the next day to a laptop from home. I had never

after, a position on the Sales and Marketing Team opened, and Jesse was

used the Tray Cover report before, but it has everything you need to

named a Regional Manager. He took over for the MSO and MASO regions,

know what is going on with the patient. One page per patient so we didn’t print them all but you can save as a PDF. We

and worked with those groups for his tenure at Ortho2.

printed the Appointment Day Sheets for each assistant from home. I entered chart notes at home each evening.

Throughout his nearly two decades with the company, Jesse has attended

2.

home, and lasted through our work day.

many Users Group Meetings, trained dozens of offices, and traveled to 48 U.S. states, Canada, Puerto Rico, and Bermuda
(during a hurricane). “One of the things I enjoyed the most was seeing doctors and their orthodontic teams at different
meetings throughout the year, or getting to stop by the office I was near and having a real relationship with them,” he said.

Mobile Hotspot – We used the hotspot from my phone to run the laptop and Edge Cloud. Our laptops were charged at

3.

Lights – I bought battery powered lights and head lights for the staff from a local hardware store. We did all of our
adjustments, retainer checks, recall, hyrax checks, and new patients. We even cemented an expander. We were unable

For now, Jesse plans to focus on finding answers to his health issues. “There is never a good time to have to step away from

to do starts, repos, and debands. The goal was to take care of as many quick appointments as possible so when we

work, but this will give me the opportunity to spend time with my two younger girls before they go off to college, and spend

reopened we could get long appointments in ASAP.

time with my first granddaughter,” he said.

4.

Edge Broadcast – We created a newsletter and sent it to a subgroup for the next day’s appointments. The newsletter

Amy Schmidt, Ortho2 President, said, “While I was saddened to learn Jesse was stepping away from Ortho2, I know it’s

indicated all long visits (debands, starts, etc.) would be canceled but shorter visits would still be seen. Our landlines did

what’s best for him and his health at this time. Ortho2 has a great team of employees that will keep delivering the level of

not work so we had limited means of communication. We used cell phones to call patients and Google Voice to text them.

service you deserve. When Jesse and I spoke about his departure, we both expressed our desire for him to return in the
future, so you may not have heard the last from him.”
“In two decades I’ve had the opportunity to personally and professionally get to know so many in our industry,” said Jesse.
“I will miss the daily interactions with the doctors, teams, and consultants in our industry. But I do plan on there being a day
soon when we will pick up right where we left off.”
We look forward to that day, too.

5.

Fun – Have fun with it. We worked in the dark, saw retainers in the back patio, and tried to laugh about it with patients. I
vaguely remember an article from an orthodontist who had a car drive into the clinic and still managed to work. This was
my inspiration.

We felt oddly productive as opposed to shutting down, and wanted to share our tips.
Editor’s Note: See the next page for recommendations from Ortho2’s Network Engineering Department about preparing your
office for power outages.

Are you the only person in your office who sees the
newsletter? Pass it along!
You can also read the newsletter on our website
www.ortho2.com > Resources > Newsletter.
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PREPARING FOR
POWER OUTAGES

PARENT PERSONALITIES
WITH PPE PROTOCOLS

A storm has rolled into your town. Suddenly you hear a loud

to be corrupted. BONUS TIP: When you are plugging

The personalities of our parents have not changed, they are

Sheldon

boom. Then a crash. Then, your office is cloaked in darkness.

your electronics into an uninterrupted power supply,

simply having new avenues of being expressed. As we gain

It is for Sheldon you need to have written, video, and any

A scene from the horror movie you watched last night

take note of which outlets you are using. Some outlets

expertise in our PPE protocols, let’s do the same with these

means possible to get the word out as to how the process

scurries across your mind. You have lost power. However,

are for running your electronics on the backup battery

new expressions.

occurs. Step-by-step instructions are key. Have it on your

with apologies to the monsters of Hollywood, the real horror

but some are merely for surge protection. Make sure

is not having access to your data. Or worse, the possibility

your server and its monitor are plugged into the proper

of having lost all of your day’s data. Or even worse yet, your

outlet.

data being corrupted.

4.

corruption? I don’t like that. That is why another key to

must work to prepare for the power outage before you lose

preparing for a power outage is backing up your data.

power. Here are a few tips to prepare for losing power:

At a minimum, you should backup your database, your

If you are a customer that has availed yourself of our
cloud hosted Edge Cloud option, your data is safe and
sound in our data center. However, you still can’t access
it because without power, your modem and router
are just expensive paper weights. If you have a laptop
or tablet that still has battery life, you can still access
Edge Cloud by setting up a mobile hotspot on your
cell phone (as long as your cell phone still has battery
life) and connect a few computers to the hotspot to get
Internet. BONUS TIP: You can connect up to 10 devices
to a 4G hotspot and 15 devices on a 5G hotspot.

2.

images, and other important documents every day
that your office is open. This backup should be done
to a set of rotating external hard drives or to a cloud
solution. If you are using the set of rotating external
hard drives (which is often the best solution depending
on your Internet speeds and the amount of data you
are backing up), the only drive that should be in the
office is the drive that you used for your most recent
backup and drive that you are using for today’s backup.

Karen – I don’t care. I’m coming in!

•

Sheldon – What, where, when, and how, exactly, will

•
•

in the appointment reminder to a video.
This personality wants to know how it is all going to go
down ahead of time. They wish to operate from a place of
knowing. They want: DETAILS and TIME.

things happen?

Have instructions and steps in all forms of communication

Nellie – When can we see you…is it safe…tell me

ready at your fingertips. Provide access in multiple

again?

locations. Then when they ask, you can instantly provide the

Mr. Bean – Oh, there was a sign? Was that for me?

details they need. Doing so will help them have the details

Karen
Oh, they’re coming in alright. Rules are more like guidelines

and time to process it so they can become a master of the
new flow.

for them and commandments for everyone else. “COVID

Nellie

Karen” may elect to follow them…but you can be sure they

Nellie is nervous and truly missing the touchpoints with you.

will be policing you.

They are the ones who loved the interaction with you and
without it become nervous and wishy-washy.

This personality tends to make the team most nervous

crafted collection of backups will still be lost. Take those

and befuddled. Your Karen is also most likely to post

Because Nellie hasn’t had the social interactions of old,
they get nervous about things. They lean to being nearly

backups off-site! BONUS TIP: Check your backups

about frustrations online. We must remember they want:

If you are on cloud-hosted Edge Cloud, but don’t have

daily to make sure that they were completed the night

OPTIONS and AUTHORITY.

compulsive in their questions.

any battery powered computers, you can still access

before. With backups it easy to set it and forget it. It

your Edge Cloud data by using the Edge Mobile app

is just as easy for them to stop working and when you

We can provide controlled options (choices) and then pass

Nellie needs two primary things: DIRECTION and

on your smartphone. On the Edge Mobile app, you

need a backup, the last good backup you have is from

the authority over to them with a question that allows

KINDNESS.

appointments, full treatment chart, and responsible
party information. BONUS TIP: On the patient record,
you can tap the patient’s phone number or email to call

Preparing for Outages continued on page 15

About the Author

or email them from your mobile device.
If you are hosting your own data, such as with ViewPoint
or locally-hosted Edge Cloud, you need to make sure
that your server is plugged into an uninterrupted power
supply. An uninterrupted power supply, also known
as a battery backup, keeps your server running long
enough to safely power it down. It will not keep your
server running for hours. A sudden power outage that
immediately shuts off the server can cause your data

4

•

website, on social media, a sign at your location, and a link

If you ever have a fire in your office, the most beautifully

can view patient biographical information, scheduled

3.

give the four types some names of common characters and
their usual responses to our PPE protocols. The four are:

Wait, you said that a power outage can cause data

The thing about power outages and computers is that you

1.

I teach to four broad personalities. Let’s have some fun and

Christopher D. Bennett has worked
in the Ortho2 Network Engineering
Department for 14 years. He enjoys
pursuing the artistic side of photography,
being active in his church, being with
friends and family, and hanging with his
work from home office buddy, a spoiled
golden retriever named Naima.
Contact Info: 800.346.4504, option 2 • engineering@ortho2.com

them to choose. Here is what it could look like for a child’s
appointment:
“Mrs. Karen, while we are only having patients in for
appointments we can provide you a chair outside our door
or we have one spot in our schedule for a present-parent
visit. Which would you prefer?”

Parent Personalities continued on page 14

About the Author
Amy Demas is the President of Communicate
Excellence, a consulting firm specializing

Yes, you may have to provide one non-conventional option

in the training and coaching of your team

for an extreme Karen. But better that than engage in a

from front desk and TCs, to full teams and

tussle that may result in an online rehash. You may have a

leaders. She is the author of Communicate

present-parent visit right before or after lunch. Or you may

Excellence: A Guide To Authentic, Positive,

have one clinical chair that has a defined parent standing

Consistent Front Desk Communication.

area six feet away from your team.
Contact Info: 203.266.1881 • amy@communicateexcellence.com
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BUILDING THE SUPERIOR
ORTHODONTIC PRACTICE
For the last 30 years Levin Group has had an ongoing study

the single most important benefit that top practices have

There are so many positive systems in orthodontics to

the front end of the office! They will prepare the day

of the top 10% performing orthodontic practices. The most

during COVID-19. The ortho team is the group of people

focus on that have come out of the pandemic shutdown.

before by making sure the COVID-19 forms are present

important finding is that many of the characteristics of the

that will get the practice back on track. Staff longevity

Of course, the pandemic is a terrible thing to have our

and placed in patients’ correspondence file. This job

top 10% can be reproduced and used by most practices to

can be directly related to the leadership approach of the

nation face and I do not want to make light of it. However,

design will manage the electronically-submitted COVID-19

improve performance. This is even more true during this

practice, individual and team satisfaction, compensation,

during the shutdown many business owners had the time

forms. Upon receipt of the forms this person manages the

unprecedented time when we are dealing with COVID-19.

and the environment. As one team member stated, “I drive

to take a critical look at how they wanted to live their life in

process of downloading the forms and making a note in the

We found certain principles have stood the test of time

90 minutes each way every day, but I have so much fun in

orthodontics. From that thinking has come the redefining

appointment reminders that the form has been received.

allowing these practices to enter and remain in the top

this practice I would never consider leaving.” A long-term

of protocols on how to adjust the schedule, create new job

When the note is put in the appointment reminders it will

10%.

team is a contributory factor to a more efficient practice.

designs, and the systems to provide a safe and efficient

appear on the grid as well as on the Daily Appointment

environment for patient care.

Sheet -Financial. Set the practice up for success by setting

The Principles
Principle One: Top 10% practices did not get there
overnight. The vast majority required five to seven years
to build up to the level of entering the top 10%. They
were consistent in applying methods for growth and
management systems for operations. They grew steadily
year after year and in many cases almost at the same rate.
For example, it was not unusual for a practice to have
five straight years of 20% to 24% growth. COVID-19 will
obviously have an impact on practice production, but top
10% practices will adjust their systems rapidly and recover
more predictably.

Principal Five: Top 10% practices did not do radically

The job designs have changed in many practices due to

top practices simply do a number of important things only

employees not returning to work, employees working

slightly better which is why many of the principles and

limited hours, and the shift in tasks to complete the

The gatekeeper/concierge will greet patients at the door,

systems that they use can be copied, taught, or embedded

additional COVID-19/CDC protocols. In 1992 when the

take their temperature, have them utilize hand sanitizer,

in other practices.

Bloodborne Pathogen Standard went into law, we thought

and notify the assistants that the patient is ready to go by

the protocol for wearing gloves, masks, and eyewear would

placing them in the Patient Tracker. If the clinical team is not

Transitioning into the Top 10%

be short-lived! Well that brings us to 2020 and the new

ready to have the patient in the treatment area, then the

protocols for PPE due to the pandemic. The new norm is

gatekeeper/concierge will seat the patients in the reception

will not be in the top 10%.” This usually gets a slight

here to stay – at least for a while. The question is how may

area while maintaining social distancing protocols.

pause as it takes a moment for people to realize it’s simple

we use this to our advantage?

mathematics. Our goal is not for every practice to work
toward entering the top 10%. Some will aspire to that and
many will not. Our goal is for practices to be able to use

they tend to stay there. COVID-19 won’t change this fact.

the above principles and corollary management systems,

Strong practices will remain in the top 10% because they

including marketing, in order to improve the practice. Here

continually focus on methodologies for improvement. They

are some specific strategies that can help you transition into

consider all areas of the practice ranging from management

the top 10%:

have well-controlled overhead. They are not necessarily at
the exact recommended target of 49%, nor do we see many
of these practices with overhead percentages over 55%.
Top 10% practices will NOT fall victim to the same mistake
that many practices made when COVID-19 hit – cutting
every expense to the bare bone. Top 10% practices know
that they will need to maintain certain key expenses such as
their top advisors, in order to recover quickly and maintain
the best production possible.
Principal Four: Top 10% practices’ staff members stay
approximately seven to nine years longer. This might be

the request to complete the COVID-19 form.

As I have joked in seminars, “90% of orthodontic practices

Principal Two: Once top 10% practices enter the top 10%

Principle Three: Top 10% performing practices typically

your reminders to text the patient two days in advance with

different things than most other practices. We find that

Superior Practice continued on page 14

About the Author
Roger P. Levin, DDS is a third-generation
general dentist and the Founder and
CEO of Levin Group, Inc., a dental

early patients may be asked to return to their vehicle or be

to the practice is what we referred to as the gatekeeper or

placed in the reception area. The G/C and the patient flow

concierge (G/C). This position is the primary greeter and

will determine if the late patient may or may not be seen. I

branded as the individual who enforces the safety protocols

recommend seeing the late patients if possible, completing

for the practice on the front end of the patient experience.

at least a portion of their appointment.

This position, if defined properly, will increase efficiency,
currently using the scheduling coordinator to complete the
following tasks, chances are the practice is falling behind
with telephone procedures, patient tracking, collections,

This position will look at the next day’s schedule to review
Behind the Mask continued on page 15

About the Author

and the basics of keeping the math in the schedule. As
I work with my clients, I have literally seen scheduling

Char Eash is the founder and CEO of Profit

coordinators fall over each other to complete the tasks at

Marketing Systems South, inc., a Systems

hand of the G/C.

and Communication Enhancement firm. She

management consulting firm that has

The gatekeeper/concierge is a position to consider for

worked with more than 26,000 dentists.

the future! Set this individual up for success by having

He is an internationally-known dental

their computer at the front entrance. An efficient desk set

practice management speaker who has

up might include duo screens as the G/C is working with

written many books and articles.

Edge Cloud or ViewPoint at several levels simultaneously.

Contact Info: www.levingroup.com • rlevin@levingroup.com

The G/C will facilitate early and late appointments. The

A job design that has been added during the re-entry shift

create income, and market the practice daily. If you are

systems to marketing to technology.

6

THE SMILE BEHIND THE MASK: A TRUE
DEFINITION OF CUSTOMER SERVICE

Think of this position as the patient flow coordinator at

also has been instrumental with OrthoLync
an efficiency and workflow company.

Contact Info: 813.891.6002 • pmsconsulting.com
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YOU’RE NOT SELLING FLOWERS!

Of course you’re not. You’re selling straight teeth, right?
Wrong! I don’t mean, wrong, you are selling flowers; I mean
you’re not selling straight teeth or braces or aligners any
more than a flower shop is selling flowers, even though that
is what it looks like you are doing. The problem is it looks
the same as every other orthodontist (or florist!). Unless you
want to ‘go low when they go high’ on fees, the only way
you differentiate your practice from the other orthodontists
is by what others say about you.

What can I do to make them glad they came here? What can

out of a child’s stroller and he picks it up and gives it to the

with a caption stating the flowers still looked as fresh and

I do support my teammates in having the day go smoothly?

child. Another person who saw him do that later on is in a

beautiful as the day they arrived. So I called the florist to

Keeping these as open questions (meaning you don’t look

coffee shop and gently pushes another customer’s cup of

let him know what a great job he had done. Naturally he

for just one answer) changes your perception of any given

coffee from the edge of a table so it doesn’t fall off; this act

loved hearing this, and then he went on to explain that

situation and stimulates behaviors that aligns with the

is witnessed by another who later helps a man up who had

when anyone comes to his shop to buy or order flowers, he

questions. For instance, you greet people and welcome

tripped; and a witness to that act then holds an elevator

knows they are doing that to let a friend or family member

them to the practice in a warm and friendly way – as in truly

door for someone rushing to get in; and someone in the

know they are special; and he wants to make sure they are

glad to see them. You remember their names, you recall

elevator who saw that then helps someone else, and so

‘wowed’ when they get the flowers. He went on to describe

little things they’ve told you about themselves, you listen

on. The point is kindness and positivity uplifts not just the

all the things he does to make sure the flowers last,

to them and can sense their mood, you make them feel like

recipient of the kindness or the doer of the act, but also

Let me explain what I mean, and I will

including how every night he washes

you care about them. In other words, you build up their self-

anyone who witnesses the act. Kindness (and service to

start with the flower analogy. This past

out the large buckets that hold the

esteem and make them feel special every time they come to

others) creates its own momentum.

June, my sister in Florida was having a

supply of flowers with bleach to kill any

the office; you don’t wait for the final result to accomplish

minor out-patient procedure, and my

algae or bacteria. You could hear the

their improved sense of self.

siblings and I wanted to send her some

sense of caring and pride in his voice

flowers to let her know that while we

when he spoke. I went right to Yelp and

couldn’t be there, we were with her

gave him a five-star review.

in spirit and wishing her well. Rather
than using FTD or another megaInternet flower company, I looked up a
local florist in Jupiter and ordered the
flowers on the phone. My intention was
to support a small business owner as
well as thinking that there would be a
personal touch added.

so successfully that they share extraordinary testimonials
from their patients: (from an abandoned tween) “This is one

what you said, people will forget what you did, but people
will never forget how you made them feel.”
The bottom line is your job description (receptionist, records
tech, assistant, treatment coordinator, doctor, etc.) and

of the few places I know I am loved for no reason at all”;

florist doesn’t know what her business

“You made me feel special every time I came here”; “The

is – she thinks she’s selling flowers! In

kids who bully me in school make me feel bad. When I come

fact, florists are messengers of love!

here, I forget about that”; “I knew having a nice smile would

They are the intermediaries for people

make me feel pretty, but you made me feel pretty even

Footnote: When I first conceived this article, I remembered

to express happy birthday, happy

with my braces on”; from an abused young boy, “I feel safe

a comic panel from sometime in the late 1980s. The comic

anniversary, I’m sorry for your loss,

here.”

character was Mr. Boffo and the topic was “Unclear about

congratulations, get well, etc. The
flowers are the message – not just the

called to find out what happened, no

little tag that’s on the arrangement.

one knew what happened. Worse yet, the person’s cavalier

Customers are entrusting the florist to deliver the message

attitude about the mistake made my experience even

so that the recipient actually gets the love intended!

order – as if there was going to be a next order!

I have numerous examples of practices that have done this

As Maya Angelou said, “I’ve learned that people will forget

In my humble opinion, the Floridian

She never got the flowers. When I

worse! The woman offered a 10% discount on my next

This requires that when you arrive at the office, you step
into another world. A person’s ‘real’ job is to work from the
place of gratitude and appreciation. At the morning huddle,

braces and aligners are the ‘excuse’ or vehicle for you to
‘sell’ love and joy. To quote the Persian poet Kahlil Gibran,
“Work is love made visible.”

the concept.” I clearly remembered the image but I couldn’t
find it anywhere on the Internet. I did find the website of
the artist Mr. Joe Martin. Lo and behold, there was a phone
Flowers continued on page 15

suggest that the team keep an open question for the day
such as, “How can I make someone’s day today?” How can I

In the same way, you are not selling straight teeth. You’re

show my appreciation and gratitude for the job I have? How

About the Author

selling a new sense of self, an expanded vision for one’s

can I let the patients (and my doctor and team) know they

I insisted on a refund and when she started to explain why

life, sense of well-being, and confidence, AND you are

are appreciated; not just in your words but, more important,

Joan Garbo is a coach, speaker, and

she couldn’t do that, I told her either she could submit

correcting bites, closing dental gaps, and straightening

in your actions! For those eight hours you are at work, put

consultant specializing in effective

the refund or I would dispute the charge on my card. She

teeth to achieve those outcomes. I am sure this is not the

your own concerns aside and focus on serving others. As

communication skills, team building, and

refunded the money.

first time you have heard this. But knowing this and acting

my parents always used to admonish, “Actions speak louder

leadership skills. She is a premier change

on it are two different things.

than words.”

agent who is dedicated to her work and

with a florist in New Jersey when I ordered flowers for my

If you take it to heart that your work is really serving people

Don’t worry whether everyone performs as suggested; let

BFF’s birthday in May. The flowers arrived on time and my

and enhancing their sense of self, you focus on questions

your positive actions be contagious and inspire others to do

friend was thrilled. But the surprising thing was that a week

that guide your actions throughout the day: What’s the

the same in their own way. A couple of years ago, Liberty

experience I want others to have when I am with them?

Mutual ran a TV commercial in which a man sees a doll fall

In contrast to this experience, I also had an experience

8

later she sent me another photo of the floral arrangement

her clients.

Contact Info: 631.608.2979 • joangarbo@aol.com
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INSIDE ORTHO2
Information about the people of Ortho2 and the resources available to you as a member

FREE WEBINARS

CAREER MILESTONES AND DEVELOPMENT

We offer you free, online webinars each month throughout the year on various topics. It’s a great solution for training new

Marla Miller, Ortho2 Software Support Representative and Trainer, celebrated

users, refreshing experienced users, or learning about new features. Webinars are available online at www.ortho2.com >

her 25th anniversary on July 10. In just the past four years alone, Marla has

Meetings and Webinars > Ortho2 Webinars. Find the topic for the month and click the link to view the webinar at your

completed 43 on-site trainings and 169 remote sessions! She’s an amazing

convenience.

people person, and she loves being able to use her expansive knowledge to

Upcoming Webinar Topics

help others. Marla shared that despite the shortest interview ever, Ortho2 has

Marla Miller  25th Anniversary

Holiday Party 2001

Holiday Party 2000

Holiday Party 2004

turned into her longest career tenure and she thinks of the Ortho2 team as
family. Happy 25th anniversary, Marla!

October – ViewPoint: ViewPoint 12 Updates

the accounts affected by the processing fee to ensure your
Deposit and Transaction report is accurate.

ViewPoint 12 has been released! We’ll walk through the

I-Cubs 1997

UGM 2015

December 1998

UGM 2009

The Sales and Marketing Team has seen many changes in the last quarter:
UGM 2019

Drew Humphrey was promoted to Sales and Marketing Manager on August

changes and updates available with this new release.
December – Edge Cloud: Tracking New Contract Starts by
Treatment Coordinator
November – Edge Cloud: Posting Insurance Bulk

This webinar will review how to add new treatment

Payments

coordinators to Edge Cloud so you can begin tracking new

UGM 1999

3. Drew had previously been a Regional Manager with Ortho2 for seven years.
Congratulations, Drew!

UGM 1999

UGM 2019

CSW 2013

Picnic 2015

Jeff Brockway accepted the role of Regional Manager, and began working at Ortho2 on August 3. He is the Regional
Manager for the MSO as well as Maryland, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. Jeff has been with the orthodontic industry for
more than 20 years, and we are excited that he can share his expertise with you. Welcome, Jeff!

Posting insurance bulk payments is similar to posting a

starts. Then, we will show you how to run the Contract by

regular bulk payment. The difference is that the insurance

Treatment Coordinator report to track new starts by each

Marley McDonald joined the Sales and Marketing Team as the Regional Manager for the PCSO on August 17. Marley

company deducts a processing fee. This webinar will review

treatment coordinator.

is a recent graduate of Minnesota State University, Mankato and has a degree in marketing and a minor in business

how to post insurance bulk payments and how to adjust

administration. We are excited to have you on the team, Marley!

ON A PERSONAL NOTE

ORTHO2 ANNIVERSARIES

Congratulations to Jorge Rios, Ortho2 Network Engineer, and his wife, Randi,

Congratulations to these Ortho2 staff members who celebrated anniversaries during the third quarter of 2020.

on the birth of their sons Cayde Patrick and Eli Thomas. The twins were born
on July 16. Big brother Eli weighed 5 pounds, 7 ounces. Little brother Cayde

Thirty-Three Years

Eleven Years

Seven Years

weighed 5 pounds, 6 ounces. Congratulations to the Rios family!

Sara Harbacheck

Judy Denny

Wesley DeShaw

In addition, Jorge became a United States citizen early this year.

Paul Ezerski

Twenty-Five Years
Marla Miller

Fifteen Years

Six Years

Nine Years

Nathan Hemmings

Brent Jacobsen

Bryan Reiter

Steve Mahan

Jorge Rios

Eight Years

Two Years

Rachel Gildersleeve

Darcy Dakovich

Michelle Kinnaman

Twelve Years

UGM 2019

Congratulations on this accomplishment!
Lowell Davis, Network Engineering Manger, has been busy during quarantine.
In the past several months he was appointed by the mayor of Boone to the
city’s art commission, received his US Soccer referee certification, and was

Cayde Patrick (left) and Eli Thomas

elected the President of the Ames Soccer Club Board of Directors.
Congratulations, Lowell!

Cal Rebhuhn
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INSIDE ORTHO2
Information about the people of Ortho2 and the resources available to you as a member

MEET THE TEAM – SOFTWARE SUPPORT

Paige Seward

Any time you have a question about Edge Cloud or ViewPoint, there are many specialists available to assist you. The

Three people I would like to have dinner with: Vincent Van Gogh, Salvador Dali, and Francisco Goya

Software Support Team takes your calls to answer your questions, assists in enhancing your software, and trains new offices.

My role model: Along the artistic train of thought, Guillermo del Toro

This quarter features Joe Randazzo, Sam Rubenstein, and Paige Seward.

I can’t go a day without: Listening to music

Vacation destination: I’d like to see Norway someday

What are you listening to right now? A lot of Royal & the Serpent and Glass Animals
What do you do here at Ortho2?
JR: Comprehensively aiding/guiding the technology side of
international orthodontic practices; I believe I am personally
apt at resolving financial situations.
SR: I answer support calls, chats and emails, and do my best
to provide solutions for customer issues. I also do trainings,
mostly on Edge Cloud.
PS: I answer support calls and do trainings!
What’s fun/what do you enjoy about your current job?

SR: I enjoy troubleshooting and figuring out a solution for

Favorites

the problem.

Software Program: OneNote

PS: I enjoy being able to talk to people from all over.
What do you want our users to know about what you do?

Movie: Donnie Darko or Pan’s Labyrinth
Book: V for Vendetta by Alan Moore
Phone App: TikTok

JR: We want all the information; who, what, when, where,
how many. Never be afraid to share with us anything that
may even be remotely related to your case. It can be

SERVICE EXCELLENCE

surprising how something small can affect big systems, and

We invite you to recognize Ortho2 employees by sending Extra Mile cards. A card is included in this newsletter, or you may

how much time it could save us both!

send cards online from the Contact Us page of our website. Our goal is to uphold our tradition of excellence in customer
service, and with our Extra Mile program, you can let our employees know when you appreciate their extra effort. We

JR: I really like the suspense of not knowing what inquiry I’ll

encourage you to send an Extra Mile card whenever an Ortho2 employee goes the extra mile for you. The recognition is

get next; keeps me on my toes!

valued by the recipient and is acknowledged by our management team. We continue to look for better ways to serve you.
Thank you for helping us recognize excellence.

Joe Randazzo

Sam Rubenstein

Vacation destination: Middle of

Vacation destination: Hawaii

a cool tundra in a cozy cabin with

My hobbies include: Working on

Internet connection

electronics and baking

Three people I would like to have

On the weekends I like to: Hang out

dinner with: Elon Musk, Todd

with friends and play video games

information on upcoming meetings, the ability to register for webinars, and more.

Howard, and George Carlin

I can’t go a day without: Iced coffee

If you haven’t already created an account to access the Customer Site of our website, you will need to do that. Each doctor

My role model: Nicolaus

What are you listening to right

and staff member can create their own account. Visit www.ortho2.com, and click the feature you want to see, such as Edge

Copernicus

now? Dilated Peoples

Cloud videos or ViewPoint documentation.

LOG INTO THE CUSTOMER SITE OF ORTHO2.COM
There are many resources available to you on our website. You will find visual help files, printed documentation, FAQs,

I can’t go a day without: My cockatiels

Favorites

What are you listening to right now? Alternative Pop/Rock

Team: Los Angeles Dodgers

Next, click the Register a New User Account link on the login screen. You will be prompted for your full name, main office

Favorites

Software Program: Google Chrome

phone number, and Ortho2 customer number. Finally, enter your individual email address, a password of your choice (at least

Team: Chicago Cubs

Movie: Deadpool

five characters), and a display name that will be publicly visible.

Software Program: Minecraft

Book: Hitch Hikers Guide to The Galaxy

Movie: Inception

Phone App: Starbucks App

Book: Brave New World
Phone App: Discord
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Parent Personalities continued from page 5

Preparing for Outages continued from page 4

Nellie, like Sheldon, needs show and tell. But this version will

Be happy to see them and gently redirect them. It may be

all be centered around safety and what has been done to

by saying, “Oh, Mr. Bean, we are still having you wait in the

make them secure. Post it, blog on it, print it…reassure over

parking lot while your child is seen. We miss seeing you.

and again that you are being safe.

Would you like some water to take back outside?”

This personality will also thrive on your use of video chats,

Simply smile and redirect. They love to be noticed.

follow-ups, and anything personalized about their child.
Face-time, Loom, Zoom, or call them at the end of the
appointment. They need it!

Mr. Bean

Our parents are the same, we are simply seeing new
expressions of their personalities via our PPE protocols. Get

5.

All important electronics should be on a surge protector.
Every computer. Every monitor. Every printer. There is a
difference between a surge protector and a power strip.
A surge protector protects your valuable electronics

Google him. I’ll wait.

Finally, a word of caution, uphold the trust of your parents.

Your Mr. Bean is not malicious, but they will not see your

This is imperative on your social media posts. Always,
always, always have a mask (or shield) with your photos.

umpteenth visit is like the first one after we reopened.

The posting of one picture of your team lunch, celebration

What we need to remember about them is they need:

trust. Remember, Karen is still policing. Sheldon is befuddled

ATTENTION and FLEXIBILITY.

by a break in protocol. Nellie will lose trust. And Mr. Bean

photo, or activity without those safety precautions breaks

will think it means the protocols were only for fun anyway.

BONUS TIP: Replace your surge protectors every few
years. The average lifespan of a surge protector is three
to five years.

from a surge of electricity. While a power strip just adds

Hopefully these tips help you the next time your office

more outlets. A surge protector isn’t going to give you

experiences an unexpected power outage.

Behind the Mask continued from page 7
who has not submitted their forms and text or email the

distancing will not be going away soon. The process for

parent or patient to reinforce the submission process. This

medical history completion and medical history updates is

position may also be back up to the phone and follow the

still present.

observation, phase 1 retention/supervision statuses. This is
not a primary scheduling coordinator. If the schedule falls
behind because the scheduling coordinator is on the phone
or the COVID-19 forms are not being completed on a timely
basis, it will certainly not serve the team nor the consumer
well. As we know, if the schedule is behind with the arrival
of multiple patients, it could mean five minutes with five
patients which is 25 minutes behind. Avoid having patients
waiting at the door seeking directions for entry. Greet, smile
behind the mask, and brand the secure environment you
have provided. I look at this position and their personality

Superior Practice continued from page 6

as a back-up patient flow coordinator. They communicate

Utilize Ortho2’s texting process to avoid multiple calls
coming into the office. If your phones are tied up with
scheduled patients stating they have arrived, new patients
and patients who are trying to schedule appointments
may have more difficulty contacting the office. The
texting process is effective from the treatment area as
well. Create multiple standard text messages and install
at each workstation to make it easy for your assistants to
communicate with the parent. The fact that all text messages
are automatically part of the correspondence history makes
this system even more positive for the practice.

Be prompt. Top 10% practices typically run on time.

through their actions that your patients’ safety is your

The positive systems in orthodontics that we have focused

in numerous areas which include patients, parents,

While we may have some changes to how we schedule

primary goal.

on during the pandemic has further confirmed that wires

referring doctors, social media, and the community.

patients due to new social distancing or infection

After observing that top practices don’t simply rely on

control requirements, maintaining an on-time schedule

one main area such as patient marketing, we were able

will still be essential.

Maintain your marketing. Top 10% practices market

to build a five focus area concept that has allowed many
practices to improve performance.
•

components inside your computer from getting fried.

still your key resource to tell others about your great work
and care.

•

power when you lose it, but it will protect the electronic

to know the patterns and how to respond to them. They are

If you don’t know who Mr. Bean is, stop right now and go

signs, heed your instructions, and truly not realize that the

years ago.

•

Do not compromise your schedule or lack of documentation
during the COVID-19 re-entry process. The requirements for
COVID-19 forms, temperature documentation, and social

There are many lessons that can be learned from the top

may stay longer and still be effective, that we can see fewer
patients and still be productive, and that now is the time
to look at how each job design creates efficiency in the
practice.

10% producing practices, especially during this new post-

Increase positive reviews. Top 10% practices receive

COVID-19 environment. But remember, top 10% practices

98% positive reviews. How? By asking patients directly

don’t get there overnight. They find success step-by-step

for reviews at the front desk and giving them a reminder

and steadily moving forward. Once they enter the top 10%

card.

they continue adhering to the principles and strategies that

Flowers continued from page 9

help them to stay there.

number and when I called, he answered the phone. I asked

was totally gobsmacked! (Look that up if you don’t know

him about it and told him why I was looking for it. Since it

what that means!) So a VERY special thanks to Joe Martin for

was from the 80s, he said it would be nearly impossible to

his generosity, his humor and talent, and his kindness to a

find it among the thousands of archived panels, so he asked

stranger. (And yes, I’m having it framed!)

me to describe it to him, and then he redrew it for me!!! I
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